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Hello
After several months of steady rise, the market
is showing some pause. This is nothing unusual
as markets always moves with ebbs and flows.
The main element that we are noticing is that
there is still no narrative in the market
prompting one to sell holdings. Periodic in and
out of FPIs shall continue but increasingly, we
are finding that the impact on the market
trends is becoming lesser. This is mainly owing
to a lot of retail money coming into the market.
That is the wall which shall defend the ongoing
uptrend. 
Technical signals always work well when the
markets are in a clear trend. This reduces the
noise level which tend to obfuscate or even
confuse the signals. But Neotrader is well
equipped to deal with these gyrations of the
market and we are at work trying to make it
even more robust in its features and signals
with every new day. 

 

Founder's Message
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Exciting new features are to be added very
shortly to Neotrader and I am certain that
members shall appreciate the new elements
added. Our endeavor is to always think from the
point of the user and see how to make the user
interface more and more intuitive and easier to
use. In that regard, we would welcome
suggestions and inputs from our users that can
help us build an even better product. Of course
not all suggestions can be taken up at one go as
development is a long drawn out affair. But every
suggestion is welcome. 
We are now active in the events spaces and this
helps us to reach out to audiences outside of
Mumbai. The most recent one was at Delhi and
our team was present in good strength,
showcasing Neotrader strength to all visitors. We
plan to be there at every event across the country
in the days ahead. Make sure to meet up with our
people if an event comes to your town! 
The festive season has begun. I wish all our  
members the best of times in the months ahead
Dr. C.K.Narayan.
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Click here

Blogs

THE ROLE OF THE TOTAL TREND

Over time I have interacted with many technical analysts. Some
have learnt from me, some come to me to clarify certain things
while some others come to learn more esoteric aspects. Many
are seeking jobs or working at one or running a service. Some
use it to trade and invest for themselves. They have varying
degrees of success applying what they know and their situation
in life can and is many times a reflection of how much success
they have had with TA.

https://linktr.ee/neotrader
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/technicalanalysis.asp
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Click here

CHANGE IS THE ONLY
CONSTANT IN THE MARKETS.

We would never put on a trade if we didn’t think it would not be
successful, isn’t it? So, every trade begins with an expectation of
success and therefore profits. Think like this often enough and
then you will soon convince yourself that you are actually owed
success. In life outside the markets, it many times works. Like, for
e.g., you take up jobs that you think you can do well or efficiently.
You pick challenges or take bets that you think can win. Most of
the time, you are often in control of a lot of the process- the job,
the challenge or the bet and hence can reasonably assess the
outcome and you take the plunge when you feel reasonably
confident.

https://linktr.ee/neotrader
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NeoTrader attended Findoc Trader For Life 2.0 at Hyaat Regency, New Delhi. The event
was truly an amazing event that showcased a lot of Traders & Brokers, sponsors,
volunteers and other participants.
 
The Findoc teams had really worked hard work towards creating a successful, wonderful,
extraordinary event.
 
We had the opportunity to meet some wonderful and powerful people like Mr. Sameer
Arora, Mr. Jimeet Patel, Mr. Kunal Saraogi & many other trading enthusiasts at our stall
NeoTrader which was a jam packed stall on all enthusiasts wanting to explore NeoTrader
 
Mr. Aditya Iyer, panellist at the event has shared some beautiful thoughts on Algo
Trading and its benefits.
 
Our Journey at the event is really a memorable one.

Here's what went down in Delhi
Last weekend at Findoc 2.0
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Mr. Aditya Iyer - CMT, 
Co-Founder NeoTrader 

Mr.  Raja Venkatraman, 
Co-Founder NeoTrader
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Mr.Aditya Iyer felicitated for being an
eminent speaker at Findoc 2.0
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Our Co-Founders Mr.Aditya Iyer and Mr.Raja
Venkatraman interacting with the great visionary

Mr. Kunal Saraogi and Mr. Samir Arora.
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 Master Advanced Trading Strategies
 Hands-On Practical Exercises
 Risk Mitigation Techniques
 Trading Psychology Insights
 Post-Workshop Support

NeoTrader Strategy Workshop is a unique workshop designed to help every aspiring or
professional trader to excel in their trading endeavours.
 
The last workshop was an immersive experience which was attended by more than 500
members making it a resounding success. The workshop exceeded all our expectations
and left a lasting impression on all the participants. The dedication, passion, and
expertise in the subject matter were evident throughout the sessions, making it an
incredibly enriching experience for all of us.

What does this workshop focus on ?

      

New Workshop Dates Are Out Now

We continue to strive to make each version better than the previous one. We are excited
to announce the upcoming NeoTrader Strategy Workshop, an immersive and
transformative event designed to take your trading skills to new heights!

Your gateway to consistent profits
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NSW SUPER ACHIEVERS
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We proudly present to you the brand new RSI breakout feature.
This will enable you to identify those stocks that are breaking above or below the
bullish/bearish RSI levels. This is very useful to find out high momentum stocks and it can
be seen across all time frames starting from 30min and going all the way to Monthly. 
You can find it on the RSI Trends Page.

We also have Programmed RSI Turn up and Turn Down Signals in the same page. 
This is particularly useful in identifying reversal trades. 
We have provided for multiple dashboards and also a levels tab to analyse these signals
in further details.

What’s New in NeoTrader?
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RSI Breakouts & RSI Turn



Many of you, our valued users asked us to provide a facility in all readymade trades’ pages
to alert if a trade is still open or is it closed. So we heard you and have added a feature
that Notifies when a trade is closed.
So the moment you notice that a trade says closed- you must exit the trade. 

We have added an extra layer to the Camarilla Pivots heatmap. You can now get a list of
stocks that have either crossed above the H6 level or crossed below the L6 level. 

Trade Status Checker 

Camarilla H6/L6 Breakouts
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Pick from 6 different brokers now inside NeoTrader and you get the one click trade
buttons of one or all of them. 

All you need to do is click on the “Connect Broker” Button on top of the page.

Hit the check box of you preferred broker and you will find that the one click button of
the said broker will be automatically added to all readymade trades pages. The best part
is, there is no limit to the number of brokers you can connect. We launched two new
brokers this month and very soon we will be coming up with many more broker
connections. You also have a facility to open a new account with your broker directly
from NeoTrader itself. 

Connect a Broker Feature
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The following shows short and long trades profit. 

                               Short refers to selling a security first and buying it back later, with the
anticipation that the price will drop and a profit can be made

                              Long refers to buying a security first and selling it later, with the
anticipation that the price will increase and a profit can be made

Short Trades :

Long Trades :

TOP 5 
 OPTIONS TRADES 
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 TOP 5 
INTRADAY TRADES +BTST 

 TOP 5 
 MULTI DAY TRADES
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Customer Reviews and 
Feedback:
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Vikas Center, 1402 14th Floor, CG rd,
Chembur (E), Mumbai, 

Maharashtra 400074
Contact - 8779800688 / 8169384048

Help Desk No - 9137880257 
Mail - support@neotrader.in


